In classical algebraic geometry the adjoint curves to an irreducible plane curve are an essential tool in the study of the geometry on the curve. In this paper we shall give an algebro-arithmetic development of the theory of adjoint curves, and shall extend the classical results to irreducible plane curves with arbitrary singularities defined over arbitrary ground fields. Our definition of the adjoint condition at a given singular point of the curve is stated in terms of the conductor between the local ring of the point and its integral closure. The fundamental properties of the adjoint curves are then derived from corresponding properties of the conductor.
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Introduction.
In classical algebraic geometry the adjoint curves to an irreducible plane curve are an essential tool in the study of the geometry on the curve. In this paper we shall give an algebro-arithmetic development of the theory of adjoint curves, and shall extend the classical results to irreducible plane curves with arbitrary singularities defined over arbitrary ground fields. Our definition of the adjoint condition at a given singular point of the curve is stated in terms of the conductor between the local ring of the point and its integral closure. The fundamental properties of the adjoint curves are then derived from corresponding properties of the conductor.
The single deepest and most important property of the adjoint curves is that, on a curve of order m, the adjoint curves of order m -3 cut out the complete canonical series. This property is equivalent to the fact that the degree of the fixed component of the adjoint series is twice the number of conditions which the adjoint curves impose on the curves of sufficiently high order('). We shall give two distinct and independent proofs of this proposition.
The first proof is a direct one, based upon a detailed analysis of the singularities of the given curve. This analysis, to which part I is devoted, applies equally well to algebraic number fields, and our treatment will include this case with that of algebraic function fields of one variable.
The second proof is more indirect, depending upon the Riemann-Roch theorem and a generalization of the classical representation theorem of the differentials of the first kind. This proof, which will be given in part II, holds only for plane curves whose function field is separably generated over the ground field.
Part I. Local analysis of the singularities 1. Algebraic preliminaries.
In this section we shall develop the basic notation and results necessary for the local theory. The notation we establish will be valid simultaneously for algebraic number fields and algebraic function fields of one variable. Let Oo be either the ring 7 of ordinary integers or the . 700 ] implies that the completion ôp* of the semi-local ring öp is isomorphic to the direct sum of the completions R * of (1) op*^¿F* •-i
On the other hand, let ty be the maximal ideal in O whose residue (mod F(Y)) is p. Then o*0 can also be regarded as a subring and subspace of the completion D| of O with respect to $. 0| is a complete regular ring of dimension 2, and as such is a unique factorization domain (Cohen [4, Theorem 18] (2) 0p*^D*5/D*P(F).
Let F(Y) = Yl"=i F* be a factorization of F(Y) into irreducible elements of Dfj, in which each factor F¿* is a nonunit in £)|. It is known that the zero ideal in Op* is the intersection of prime ideals (Zariski [13, p. 356] ). This implies, together with (2), that F*t*F}*, iy*j. Define o/* = Og/F*, j = 1, 2, • • • , h. Then each o/ is itself a complete local domain. Moreover, the natural homomorphism of 0| on o* maps Oo[F] onto a subring of o* which is isomorphic to o. Thus if 2¿* denotes the quotient field of 0j*, we may identify K with a subfield of 2/*, j = i, 2, ■ ■ • , h. It can be further shown, by using (2) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
Hensel's lemma (Cohen [4, Theorem 4] ), that Op is then identified with a subring and subspace of o¡*. Since the integral closure 5/ of of in 2/ is a complete discrete rank 1 valuation ring, its contraction öf C\K is a valuation ring of K containing Op. It follows readily that each 5/ is isomorphic to one of the complete valuation rings R*, and that distinct of* correspond to distinct Fi*. We therefore conclude that ftgr.
Conversely, 0p*0 can be identified with a subring and subspace of Ri*, i=l, 2, • • ■ ,r. Since F(F)=0 in Op, this implies that some F,* = 0 in R*, whence it can be seen that F¿* is isomorphic to the corresponding complete valuation ring of*. Thus r = h, and for a suitable ordering of the indices Xf-öf, f-1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,r.
Let So* be the quotient field of 0p*". To simplify the exposition, we shall identify K and S0* with their isomorphic images in 2*, shall identify 5,* with Rf, i -\, 2, • • • ,r, and shall identify öp* with J^-i Rf. With this identification each 2 * is a finite algebraic extension of 20*. Since F * and F,* are relatively prime in 0|, iy*j, it can be further shown that £)|/D|F(F) = 2^í-i 0|/0|F¡*, whence Op*^]Cí-i o¡* in view of (2). We see then that Op* is identified in a natural way with a subring and subspace of öp*.
Let v¿, Vi* be the valuations whose corresponding valuation rings are respectively Ri and Rf, i= 1, 2, • • • , r. We shall say that v, or v* has center p in o.
Every element z£op* (or öp*) has a unique representation of the form 2= XXi *<i z¿£F¡*. We define vf(z) = v?(zi), i = l, 2, • ■ ■ , r. With this convention, we shall call q*Cop* (or öp*) a valuation ideal or simply a vf-ideal if z(EoP* (or ö*), vf(z) S: v?(q*), implies zEq*. We also agree to call the intersection of Vj-ideals, i=l, 2, • • ■ , r, in o, Op, or öp, or the intersection of v¡*-ideals, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r, in Op* or öp* a complete p-ideal in its respective ring. In the one-one correspondence between the primary ideals in Op and Op* the complete p-ideals correspond in a natural way: q, q* correspond if and only if vt*(q*) =v,-(q), ¿=1,2, • ■ • , r.
Let &o = 0o/po; ¿o is either the prime field with p0 elements or a finite extension of k. If &(p) =o/p, &(p) is a finite extension of k0. We define the degree a\ of p to be, on the one hand, the number of elements in k Let q'Cq be zero-dimensional primary ideals in any one of the rings considered above (including O and Op*). We allow q = (l). The additive group of the ring q/q' can be regarded in a natural way as a finite-dimensional vector space over k0, and in the algebraic function field case, a fortiori, as a vector space over k. We define then dim q/q' to be the dimension of this vector space over k. In the alternative case, we define dim q/q' to be the total number of elements in q/q'. We also say a given set of elements of q are linearly independent modulo q' if, on the one hand, their residues are linearly independent over k or, on the other hand, are distinct elements of q/q'-The notion of the degree d(q) of a valuation ideal or complete p-ideal q will be of considerable importance in the sequel. We define d(q) =¿¿v,(q) or d(q) = XX-i d{Vi(q) according as q is a v,-ideal or complete p-ideal in o, Op, or öp; and define d(q)=d(v*(q) or d(q) = XXi diV*(q) according as q is a vf-ideal or complete p-ideal in Op*, öp*, of, or Rj*.
If q'Cq are each vrideals, vf-ideals, or complete p-ideals, it is easily verified that dim q/q' ^d(q')-d(q).
Moreover, it is a direct consequence of the independence of places that dim q/q' = d(q') -d(q) if q, q' are valuation ideals or complete p-ideals in any one of the integrally closed rings öp, op*,F¿*, and hence, in particular, that d(q) ^dim (l)/q. For valuation ideals or complete p-ideals in o, Op, Op*, or of*, we shall also introduce the integer 8(q) =dim (l)/q. Thus ô(q) ^d(q). We shall see in part II that this integer has a special geometric significance.
If q'Cq is also a vt-ideal, vf-ideal, or complete p-ideal in o, Op, Op*, or of, as the case may be, we have dim q/q'= dim (l)/q' -dim (l)/q, whence
This inequality leads finally to the concept of a regular ideal. Definition. A v,-ideal, vf-ideal, or complete p-ideal q in o, Op, Op*, or of is called a regular ideal if, for any Vi-ideal, vf-ideal, or complete p-ideal q'Cq. we have (4) i(q') -5(q) = rf(q') -d(q).
2. Some properties of the conductor. Proof. To simplify the notation, we drop the subscript i. Let ZoC<S*, v*(z0)=v*((S*).
If zGR* and v*(z) èv*((S*), then v*(z/z0)èO, whence z/z0 GF*. Thus z = Zo(z/zo)CÊ*, whence (S* is in fact a v*-ideal.
Let q*C<S* be a v*-ideal, and let a = v*(q*) -v*((S*). If ©* is the ideal in R* of value a, dim R*/<B>*=da. If fy, j=i, 2, ■ ■ ■ , da form a basis for R* modulo ©*, the elements Zof i are in (S* and are linearly independent modulo q*, whence ô(q*) -5(6*) ^ad, while 5(q*)-ô(S*) ^ad by (3) . We conclude that (S* is a regular ideal in o*.
We shall now show that for any regular ideal W* in o*, 2fî*C(S*. It will suffice to prove: (5) a C R*. v*(z) ^ v+(2K+) imply z G o*.
[May For if zER*, <pGM*, v*(z<£)^v*(9>?*) whence zd,Co*. Hence </>C6*, and so 5TJJ*C(S*.
Let zGF*, v*(z) e£ v*(UTJÎ*). Denote by {qf} the sequence of v*-ideals in 0*; and let v*(z) =b. We construct a sequence of elements zyCq*+i> J = 0» L 2,
• • • , such that v*(z-2Z*=0 z;) >v*(q*+ft) for every integer h. Suppose z¡, j = 0,1, • • • , fe-1, have been constructed. Since qUV/iCSD?*, q*+A is itself a regular ideal, and so 5(q*+Ä+i)-5(q*+") =d. Let ¿CF* with v*(t) =v*(q*+n). The previous equality implies at once that for any «ÇA, there exists an element rçGq*+A such that the residue in A of rj/t is a. It follows from this remark that we can find an element Zz¡Cq*+A such that v*([z-X^=o zj]~zh)>v*(t), whence v*(z-2^*_0 zf) >v*(q*+"), as asserted.
Since f\fL0 qf = (0) and since o* is complete, it follows from Chevalley [l, Lemma 7, p. 695 ] that the series Xw" o zi IS convergent in o* to an element z*. Since by construction v*(z -z*) = <», z -z* = 0, and hence zÇo*, which proves (5).
On the basis of the preceding analysis, we prove two theorems concerning the conductor (Sp between op and Op. The first theorem gives the complete structure of (Sp, while the second gives a valuation-theoretic characterization of (Sp. In view of the identification of Op* with a subring of öp*, it follows that ¿jî-i ofwf Cop* and hence also >i_i (Sfwf Cop*. The first assertion of Theorem 2 thus has a meaning. In addition, it follows that (S*= /%-i (Sfwf is an ideal in Op* and, since (S* is manifestly the conductor between öp* and 2Jt-i ofwf, that (S*C6p*-The proof that (S*CS* depends upon two asser- Let q*C(S* be a complete p-ideal in Op*. Denote by Qf, i=i, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r, the vf-ideal in of such that vf (Ofwf) = vf (q*). If zCq*, write z-XX-1 s¿> Zi<ER?. If 0,-= Zi/wf, t = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,r, vf(</>i)èvf(Of)èvf((Sf), whence 0¿
Cof, and, in fact, (biEiQ,?. Thus z= Xli-i #t<»>i\ an<3 it follows that q* = Si-i Of»»*. In particular, this implies that (S* is a complete p-ideal.
Since, by Theorem 1, each (Sf is regular, vf(kr) = *f@*) -1. rJKff) = vf(6*), k y* j, j = I, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r.
If q*D(S* properly isa complete p-ideal in Op*, q*Z)2lf for some j. To prove that q* is not a regular ideal, it is sufficient, in view of (3), to show that
For definiteness, take 7 = 1, and suppose zGSIf • Write z= ^î"i z¿, ZiÇzR*.
By assumption, vf (z.) ^vf((S*) =vf (Sfwf), for all *>1, whence z,G®f«fi *>1. It follows that we can find an element z'Ç(S* such that z -z'=zi. If Z, Z' are representatives of z, z' in 0|, this implies that Z -Z'=d>flf, $CO|.
If <£ is the residue of <£ in op*, we conclude that z=</>wf (mod (S*).
This implies in turn that dim 2If/(S*i2dim qf/Sf, where q* is the vf-ideal in of immediately preceding (Sf. By Theorem 1, dim q*/(Si* = S((Si*) -¿>(qf) <dj. We conclude at once that 2tt*C(Sp*. Q.E.D.
3. Semi-groups of positive integers. In order to establish a deeper property of the conductor, we must first consider certain arithmetic properties of integers which can be expressed in a specially designated way as a linear combination of n positive integers bi, b2, Proof. We establish a sequence of shorter propositions which together will form the proof of the theorem. We proceed by induction. Since (¿>i/k"_i, • • • , ¿>"_i/Kn_i) = 1, we can apply induction to these n -1 integers. Observe also that Si(K»_i//c,»_i)/(jCi/Kn_i) = 5í(kí_i/k»), i = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , n -1, so that the upper bounds on the coeffi- (j). Proof of (c).
It follows from (i) that for every integer c<vd, xM+xC'V-■ 1 ~~c) ~d. We consider the pairs of integers: c, Vd -l-c. If vd is an even integer, we have exactly 2~lvd distinct pairs, and hence J^íV x(c) =d(2~lVd). If vd is odd, there are 2~1(vj-1) distinct pairs in addition to the single integer 2~1 (vd -1) which is paired with itself. Since (i) implies that 2_1(^<i -l)CFa/2(ôi,&2, • • -,&B), we conclude that X^io1 xW =d(2-1(?'í¡-l))+2-1d = 2-1dí'(¡. This completes the proof of the theorem.
We conclude with two arithmetic results which we shall need in the next section. Proof. We first prove the assertion: (d) Let c be an arbitrary integer divisible by k" and let a2, a3, ■ • ■ , an be given integers. Then we can write c= J^"-i z¿^¿ with a.-^z,<a»+(Kt_i/K,-),
(mod kb_i/kb) for some z" such that aB^zB<aB+(KB_i//c"). (c) is established in the same way as part (e) of Lemma 1. 4. A generalization of a theorem of Seidenberg. Seidenberg [7 ] has given a detailed analysis of the valuation ideals in a polynomial ring in two independent variables over an algebraically closed ground field. As a special DANIEL GORENSTEIN [May case of his theory one can obtain the corresponding analysis for the valuation ideals in a nonhomogeneous coordinate ring of a plane algebraic curve (over an algebraically closed ground field). The main tool in his work is the construction, for a given valuation, of a special set of polynomials intrinsically associated with the valuation (Theorem 6).
We shall generalize this construction for valuations of an algebraic function field of one variable over an arbitrary ground field and for discrete valuations of an algebraic number field.
Denote by 7Ti the irreducible monic polynomial in X with coefficients in k or the rational prime integer which generates the prime ideal po in Oo. Let 7Ti, ttz be a basis for the prime ideal p in o. If we assume that 7r2 is a monic polynomial in y whose coefficients are, in the one case, in k[X] of degree less than degx 7ri or, in the other case, non-negative integers less than 7Ti, then 7T2 is uniquely determined.
Clearly every element of o is congruent modulo p to a polynomial in y of degree less than deg¡, ir2. Let rji, i=\, 2, ■ • ■ , dp, be elements of o which form a basis for o modulo p and such that deg" rn <deg" tt2. The conclusion to be drawn from (j) is the following: the term of highest degree in y in 7rr+i is either less than or equal to the degree in y of öi=y*1-1<r*rTJ;=2i/'ii"1, or is equal to the degree in y of ö2 = ir*r("r-l/'ir>, since deg" 0i = deg" <rr-XX2 IA. We must prove that f Cqy+i-We first prove:
(1) A power product %= LTi=i ""?' with a¿>0, =0, or <0, and with v(x) = 0 may be expressed in the form XIt=2 '/'í"*. fw»>0, =0, or <0. In fact, We have thus succeeded in constructing an element 7rr+i which satisfies (a), (b), (c), and (h). The remainder of the proof consists in showing that after a finite number of such constructions (d), (e), (f), (g) can also be made to hold.
It may happen first of all, at some step in this process that 7rr+m+i = 0. In this case, we assert an, *. * * ■ 7Tr+»» satisfy all the conditions of the theorem. Indeed every <£Go can then be expressed as a polynomial in y with coeffi- To complete the proof we need only verify that the canonical products of 7Ti, 7T2, • • ■ , xn of value v(qy) span qy modulo qJ+i. This will establish (g) since the independence of these canonical products has already been proved. r-l. Clearly @0* = Or*_i, ©*_, =Of. Since ©*_0©"*, we prove (11) by showing that dim (©f/©^) =drvf (ff), h = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r-l.
In fact, if ¿f,
• «■I, 2, ■ ■ • , drvT*(f*), form a basis for Off modulo (F"*, Fr*), it follows from the definition of ©* that the elements ^4ffl*r_i span ©*_x modulo ©*.
Moreover, if ¿*COff and ¿*fl*r_1G©"*, it follows easily that ¿*fl*,_i ■B*0£_iF,* (mod Ff), F*CO$. Since A*r_i and Ff are relatively prime,
we have A*Çz(F*, F*), which implies that the elements A* A*r_i are linearly independent modulo @f. Hence dim (©*_i/©f ) =drvf i/f), as asserted.
To prove (10) , whence there exist only dp(d' -1) <di canonical products of xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn of value vi(qA_i) which are linearly independent modulo qB. It follows that neither is q"_i nor any q3Oq*-i a regular vi-ideal. We conclude that qn = 93i, and consequently vi(S3i) =vd'(bi, • ■ ■ , bn).
Since 5(S8i) = ^¡Zo dim (qy/qy+i), where q0 = o, and since dim (qy/cfy+i) = dPx(vi(qj)), it follows that 5(33i) =^pxX1î=o (^i(qy)). Part II. The geometry in the large 6 . Geometric preliminaries.
Throughout part II, we consider a fixed irreducible plane curve T: F(X0, X\, X2)=0 of degree m, defined over an arbitrary ground field k, with function field K. We denote by (x0, ¡n, x2) the set of homogeneous coordinates of T. For our purposes, it will be convenient to define a point of T to be a complete set of conjugate points in the ordinary sense. It will also help to make a few minor changes in the notation of part I. If F is a point of T, we denote by oP (rather than Op) the local ring of F on T. Let r": G(X0, Xi, X2) =0 be a curve not containing T as a component, and letp be a prime divisor of K. HP is the center of p on T, X\y±0 at F for some X = 0, 1, or 2. We define the intersection of T and T' at p to be the divisor p" where p = vp(G((xo/x\), (xi/x\), (x2/x\))), and define the intersection multiplicity i(p;T, r") of T and V at p to be d(p"). If pi=p, pt, • ■• * ,p» are all the prime divisors of center F on T, we define the intersection multiplicity i(F;r, r") to be 22y=i *'(py! I\ V). Thus the complete intersection of T and r is a divisor (T, T') whose degree i(T, V) = ¿Per i(F;l\ T'). Bézout's theorem asserts that if T' is of degree re, i(T, V) =mn.
It will be convenient to denote by g(n) the linear series cut out on T by the system of all curves of order re, and by g(B; re) the system of all curves of order re whose complete intersection with V contains the integral divisor B as a fixed component. The quantity dim g (re) -dim g (B; re) is a constant for all re sufficiently large. We define 8(B) =dim g(n) -dim g(B; n) for large re. 8(B) designates the number of conditions which the divisor B imposes on the curves of sufficiently high degree. Let Bi, i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , h, be integral divisors, and assume that each prime factor of Bi has its center at a given point Op and öp is, by Theorem 3, a complete F-ideal. The divisor corresponding to Sp is designated by CP and is called the adjoint divisor at P.
If F is a simple point of l\ CP is the unit divisor. Since T has only a finite number of singular points, the divisor C= üpgr CP is well-defined and is called the adjoint divisor of T.
Definition. An adjoint curve to T is any curve which cuts out on T a multiple of the adjoint divisor C. It follows at once from equations (12) and (13) Proof (6) . We treat first the case in which the degree n of T" is sufficiently high so that S(^4C)=dim g(n)-dim (AC; re), and also that n^m+e, where e is the degree of V. In this case, dimg(AC;n)=(n+l)(n + 2)/2-(n-m + l)(n-m + 2)/2-8(AC). On the other hand, let g' denote the linear series cut out on T by the system of all curves of the form A(X)F(X)+B(X)G(X) =0 of degree re for which B(X)=Q is an adjoint curve. Clearly g'(Zg(AC; re), and dim g'^dim g(C; n -m)=nm -em(m2 -3m)/2 -8(C). It follows from (14) that g'= g(AC; n).
If the degree re of T" is arbitrary, let Pi, ■ • • , P, be the points of intersection of r and r". There exists an irreducible curve <b(X) =0 which does not pass through any Pi, î = 1, 2, • • ■ , s. By the first part of the theorem, we have, for <r sufficiently large, Substituting these relations in (15), we conclude that cb(X)''~1H(X) =Ai(X)F(X)+Bi(X)G(X).
By a repetitions of this argument, we complete the proof of the theorem.
The completeness of the adjoint series is an immediate corollary of the (6) Compare the proof in Severi [9] .
Noether Fundamentalsatz, as is well known (6). As a direct corollary of these two results, we shall also obtain : Theorem 11.7/ the genus(s) of V is denoted by g, then g = (m-l)(m-2)/2-8(C).
We shall give two independent proofs of Theorems 9 and 10. In fact, we shall prove first that these two theorems are equivalent to each other. We shall then show that Theorem 10 is a direct consequence of Theorem 6, the main theorem of part I. Finally we shall give a proof of Theorem 9, in the case in which the function field K of T is separably generated over k, based upon a representation theorem for the differentials of the first kind of K. Assume first that d(C) = 25(C). Take re so large that dim g(n)-dim g(C; n) = 5(C) and thatg(C; re) is a nonspecial series(9). Then, as in (14), dim g(C; re) -mn -(m2 -3m)/2 -8(C). On the other hand, since g(C; n) is a complete series of degree mn -d(C), it follows by the Riemann-Roch theorem (') For the definitions of the various concepts concerning algebraic curves which we shall need in this section, we refer the reader to Chapters I and II of Chevalley [2] . We point out, however, that there exists a direct connection between the notion of a divisor class of K as defined by Chevalley on p. 19 and the concept of a complete linear series on T: namely, the integral divisors in a divisor class of K form a complete linear series, which can be cut out on r by a linear system of plane curves. In particular, the integral divisors in the canonical divisor class (Chevalley p. 32) form the canonical series. Furthermore the degree and dimension of a divisor class is equal respectively to the degree and dimension of the corresponding complete linear series. Hence the canonical series is of dimension g and of degree 2g -2, where g is the genus of K (Chevalley, chapter II, Theorems 4 and 6). Finally let (X, Y) be a set of nonhomogeneous plane coordinates. For simplicity, denote by F(X, F)=0 the nonhomogeneous equation of V, of degree m, and let (x, y) be corresponding nonhomogeneous coordinates of the general point of T. Assume that the function field K = k(x, y) of Y is separably generated over k. Then either x or y is a separating variable. We assume, for definiteness, that x is a separating variable, and that y is an integral element over k(x)(10).
If T':<p(X0, Xi, X2) =0 is an adjoint curve to T, we shall write <b(X, Y) =0 for the nonhomogeneous equation of V, and shall say that <b(X, Y) =0 is an adjoint curve of order n if deg <b(X, Y) ^n.
Since the differentials of K(n) form one complete divisor class-the canonical class-Theorem 9 is a direct corollary of the following representation theorem.
Theorem 12. A differential ü of K is of the first kind if and only if it can be written in the form (<b(x, y)/F"' (x, y))dx, where T':<b(X, Y) =0 is an adjoint curve of order m -3. If ¿j is of the first kind, the divisor of ¿b = (T, T')/C. (10) If k is infinite, this is no restriction; for then ax-\-by = yy will be integral over k{x) for suitable a, &C&, and the curve T¡ whose general point is x, yi will be projectively equivalent to r.
(") For the definitions of a differential of Ä', the order of a differential, the divisor of a differential, a differential of the first kind, etc., see Chevalley and let x, y be nonhomogeneous (X, Y)-coordinates of Y. Then x = x/y, y = l/y. If y is also a separating variable, then dx/Fy (x, y) = -dy/Ff (x, y), and it follows that ¿5= -($(x, y)ym~~z~h/Ff (x, y))dx. If, however, y is not a separating variable, we find directly that F"' (x, y)=Fj(x, y)/y™~~2. Let Dx be the unique derivation of K for which Dx(x) =1. We have then by Chevalley [2, Chap. 6, Theorem 9] dx = Dx(x)dx = (l/y-(x/y2)Dx(y))dx = (l/y)dx since Dx(y) =0. We conclude in this case that «5 = (<j>(x, y)ym~3~h/Ff (x, y))dx. For w to be of the first kind at every point of Y, it follows from the first part of the proof that we must have (in addition to the conditions already obtained) that <b'(x', y')x'm~3~'h and <j5(x, y)ym~i~h are polynomials in x', y' and x, y respectively, which belong to Sp for every point P of Y at finite distance in the (X', Y')-or (X, F)-plane, as the case may be; and conversely. Since 4>'(x', y') and <f>(x, y) are not divisible by x' or y respectively, these conditions imply that h^m -3.
There exists then a form $(X0, Xi, Xz) of degree m -3 such that $(1, x, y) = <p(x, y), $(x', 1, y')=<b'(x', y')x?mr*-h, and $(x, y, l)=$(x, y)ym~3~h. It follows that £> is of the first kind if and only if <ï?(.X"o, Xi, X2) =0 is an adjoint curve to Y of order m -3. The final assertion of the theorem follows directly from the proof.
